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Abstract

Real-time data is essential for policymakers to adapt to a rapidly evolving situation like the COVID-
19 pandemic. Relying on Google search interest data across 207 countries and territories, we demonstrate
the capacity of publicly-available, real-time data to anticipate COVID-19 cases; evaluate the economic,
mental health, and social impacts of containment policies; and identify demand for (mis)information
about COVID-19 vaccines. We show that: (1) search interest in COVID-specific symptoms can anticipate
rising COVID-19 cases across both high- and low-income settings; (2) countries with more restrictive
containment policies experienced larger socio-economic externalities; in addition, lower-income countries
experienced less searches for unemployment, but more pronounced mental health externalities; and (3)
high vaccination rates are associated with strong demand for information about vaccine appointments
and side effects; in some settings, high interest in misinformation search terms is associated with low
vaccination rates. Overall, the results demonstrate that real-time search interest data can be a valuable
tool for both high- and low-income countries to inform policies across multiple stages of the pandemic.

∗Corresponding author: rmarty@worldbank.org
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1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic and the associated policy responses have rapidly evolved. Across the world, people

have had to adapt in multiple ways. Whether it was adopting preventative measures such as masks or testing;

understanding symptoms, risks, and treatment options; adapting lifestyles to social distancing measures;

dealing with business closures and unemployment; or learning about vaccines that use new technologies such

as mRNA, people throughout the world have been continuously learning how to adapt to the pandemic.

In this context, one of the first places people turn to learn about coronavirus symptoms, new policies, and

vaccines are online Google searches. These searches generate a vast amount of publicly available information

about people’s symptoms, fears, concerns, and demand for information. These real-time data can have

high value for policymakers who aim to better understand, monitor, and react to citizens’ experiences. Not

only do Google search patterns provide information when other sources such as standard household surveys

become inoperative due to risks of infection, they are also up to date when decisions are actually taken [3].

In this paper, we explore the potential of Google search interest data to inform the policy response

to the COVID-19 pandemic across 207 countries and territories throughout the world (henceforth, we use

“countries” to refer to both countries and territories). Specifically, we examine the capacity to use this

real-time, big data source for three objectives: (1) anticipate rising COVID-19 cases, (2) evaluate the social

and economic impact of containment policies, and (3) understand demand for information about vaccines,

including misinformation. In our analyses, we examine whether the results vary across countries with different

income levels, extending the scope of prior research that focuses on a limited set of high-income countries.

We are the first to systematically analyze lower-income contexts with the purpose of bridging the evidence

gap across different regions in the world. Like high-income countries, much of the developing world has

experienced multiple waves of coronavirus infections and implemented similar policies to curb them. Key

differences arguably are substantively lower levels of economic protection through social safety nets, access

to vaccines, and the capacity to produce reliable administrative data. Thus, the available evidence may not

generalize well to low-income countries.

To make the analysis possible worldwide, we develop a method to identify the most popular language for

Google searches in each country or territory, and automatically translate search terms into each country’s

most popular language using the Google Translate API. We then systematically query the search terms from

Google Trends for each country and analyze these data to generate decision-focused evidence that responds

to the situation on the ground and can contribute to informing countries’ and citizens’ responses to the

pandemic.

As to the first objective, we find that search interest in COVID-19-specific symptoms such as “loss of
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smell” and “loss of taste”, as well as more general searches such as “COVID symptoms”, strongly correlate

with and precede reported coronavirus cases across countries. These results builds off of findings from studies

focusing on a limited set of countries [26, 39, 28, 40]. Importantly, our results demonstrate that the estimated

correlations are as applicable to lower-income countries as they are for higher-income countries. Leveraging

search interest data to forecast illness started with Google Flu Trends (GFT) to track influenza [15], where

later work showed the potential of search interest to forecast other illnesses [31, 42, 30, 37, 38, 22]. While

GFT showed promise in tracking influenza, it ultimately faced challenges such as significantly overestimating

Flu [27]. The challenges faced by GFT emphasize the importance of checking and recalibrating models when

forecasting illness, particularly as the nature of illnesses change as with the case with new variants of

COVID-19 [25]. To this point, we separately examine 2020 and 2021 data; we observe that the demand for

information and utility of Google searches does not decay in advanced stages of the pandemic and as the

pandemic evolves. That said, after the surge in cases from the Omicron variant, searches for COVID-19-

specific symptoms significantly lost explanatory power; however, searches for more general searches—such

as “COVID Symptoms”—remained predictive of COVID-19 cases.

To examine the second research question, we implement a difference-in-differences approach that compares

trends in search interest before and after the date containment policies were implemented in both the year

containment policies were implemented and in the year before. Our results show that COVID-19 shutdown

policies are significantly associated with greater interest for a variety of search terms including unemployment,

mental health, and social distancing, and lower interest in search terms for personal relationships and family

planning. These results are consistent with studies that focus on the impacts of COVID-19 policies within

the United States and Western Europe [20, 7, 36, 4, 6, 11]. By leveraging data across all countries with

available data, we examine how impacts of COVID-19 policies vary by country characteristics and the type of

policies implemented. We find that impacts on select unemployment and unemployment resources keywords

(e.g., “unemployment office”) tend to be smaller for low-income countries; however, impacts on mental health

keywords tend to be larger for lower-income countries. Furthermore, our results suggest that countries with

more restrictive containment policies experienced more pronounced mental health and social consequences

(i.e., greater search interest in mental health keywords and less interest in relationship and family planning

keywords). Importantly, our results also show that countries with greater economic support experienced less

search interest for select mental health indicators, suggesting that economic support may have helped to

blunt some negative mental health impacts.

To understand the demand for information about vaccines (third objective), we rely on country-level

search interest data as well as subnational data in a case study of the United States. In particular, we

examine the extent to which search interest in vaccination appointment information, vaccine side effects,
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misinformation about vaccines, and general vaccination terms moves with vaccination rates. We find that

searches for vaccine appointments and side effects are highly associated with vaccination rates globally.

We find strong correlations between vaccination terms across different income levels; however, correlations

tend to be larger—on average—for higher-income countries, which may be explained by greater access

to vaccines—and more variation in vaccination rates over time—in wealthier countries. The association

between misinformation and vaccinations rates are more mixed across countries, where search interest in

select misinformation terms typically only registers in a small number of countries. Overall, these results

indicate that search interest in misinformation follows country-specific dynamics. In our case study of

the United States, we demonstrate that Google Trends data may be used to understand which popular

misinformation terms—such as Ivermectin— are highly correlated with low vaccination rates.

Our findings demonstrate that publicly available, real-time data from Google searches may be used to

monitor the spread and consequences of the pandemic across the entire world. These data are immediately

available for free across a majority of countries even in cases where access to the internet is not widespread.

In some cases, the data may also be used as a contrast to administrative data, such as in instances where

countries misreport or altogether deny the presence of COVID-19 cases.

Results

Google search interest correlating with and preceding COVID-19 cases

Figure 1 shows the correlation coefficient between different search terms and COVID-19 cases (Panel A) and

whether search interest anticipates future changes in COVID-19 cases across countries (Panel B). Panel 1A

shows the distribution of correlations across different search terms using data from 2020 and 2021 separately.

Search interest for symptoms that tend to be more unique to COVID-19 tend to have the strongest corre-

lation. These terms include “Loss of Smell” and “Loss of Taste”, where the 25th percentile of correlations

across countries is above zero and the 75th percentile is about 0.5—with some countries seeing a correlation

near one, which indicates that search interest moves nearly perfectly with COVID-19 cases. For search

interest in loss of smell and taste, the median correlation in 2021 is slightly lower than in 2020, but still high,

indicating that these terms are still useful for capturing COVID-19 cases even later in the pandemic. Search

interest for “coronavirus” and “how to treat coronavirus” flip from being negatively correlated with cases in

most countries in 2020 to positively correlated in most countries in 2021; we hypothesize that global news was

a larger factor in driving search interest in 2020, while 2021 searches were more driven by country-specific

news and personal experiences about COVID-19.
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Figure 1: Search interest correlating with and anticipating COVID-19 cases. Panel A shows the correlation between search
interest and COVID-19 cases. Panel B shows the lead/lad value of COVID-19 cases that produced the highest correlation with
search interest. The boxplots include: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, 1.5x interquartile
range; points beyond whiskers, outliers.

Searches for more general symptoms—“fever and pneumonia”—tend to see lower median and average

correlation values compared to more COVID-19 specific searches; however, the distribution of correlations

using “fever” and “pneumonia” are large—where in some countries the correlation is close to one. Appendix

S4 shows the distribution of correlations using the highest correlation across different lagged values of COVID-

19 cases; here, correlations increase by about 0.1, but the overall patterns stay the same. In addition,

appendix S5 shows the spatial distribution of correlations in “Loss of Smell” and a more general symptom

(“Fever”), illustrating (1) how the correlation between COVID-19 cases and search interest in “Loss of

Smell” is strong throughout different geographic regions and (2) the countries where search interest in

“Fever” correlates strongly with cases.

Panel 1B shows the distribution in the lag/lead value of COVID-19 cases that had the best correlation with

search interest. Across all search terms, the majority of countries with available data had a negative optimal

lag—indicating that trends in search interest precede trends in observed COVID-19 cases. In addition,

across search terms, the median lag value was more negative in 2020 than in 2021, i.e., in 2020 search

terms anticipated COVID-19 cases by a larger number of days than in 2021. This result may indicate that,
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Figure 2: Trends between search interest in “Loss of Smell’ and COVID-19 Cases for Select Countries. We show trends for
the 28 countries with the highest correlations between search interest in “Loss of Smell” and COVID-19 cases. For both search
interest and COVID-19 cases, we plot the 7-day moving average.

as the pandemic has progressed, testing has improved and countries are better able to monitor real-time

caseloads. Using data in 2020, the median optimal lags for loss of smell and loss of taste are -12 and -13

days, respectively; using data since 2021, the values are -6.5 and -2.5 days (see appendix S4).

Figure 2 shows trends in search interest in “loss of smell” and COVID-19 cases between January 1, 2020

and December 31, 2021 for the 28 countries with the highest correlations (appendix S6 shows trends for all

countries with available data). The figure illustrates how well search interest and cases move together for

select countries, even capturing new waves in 2021 due to the Delta variant. The figure includes December

2021, when the Omicron variant caused COVID to surge in many countries (the Omicron variant was first

reported on November 24, 2021, in South Africa [32]). The figure shows mixed results as to whether search

interest in “loss of smell” captures these most recent waves in cases. For example, loss of smell correlates

strongly with cases in South Africa until the surge driven by Omicron, where loss of smell only increases

slightly. In contrast, search interest in loss of smell increases with the rapid rise in cases in the United States

in December. Appendix S7 shows trends in cases and search interest in “loss of smell”, “fever”, and “COVID

symptoms” for six countries that saw surges in cases in December 2021, where results are similarly mixed;
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Table 1: Explaining correlation between search interest in loss of smell and COVID-19 cases

Dependent variable:

Correlation Best Lag

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Total COVID-19 Cases, log 0.04∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗ 0.003 −1.08
(0.01) (0.02) (0.59) (0.92)

Per Pop. Using Internet −0.0002 0.002 0.08 0.03
(0.001) (0.003) (0.06) (0.13)

Mobile Cell Sub. per 100 0.0001 −0.0005 0.05 −0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.04) (0.06)

GDP Per Cap, Log −0.02 −0.07 1.25 1.83
(0.02) (0.05) (0.94) (2.27)

Constant −0.21 0.29∗∗∗ 0.25∗∗ 0.39∗∗ 0.19 −8.53 −12.40∗∗∗−13.97∗∗∗−19.46∗∗−10.36
(0.15) (0.09) (0.10) (0.17) (0.33) (7.77) (4.31) (4.79) (8.42) (16.28)

Observations 109 79 98 105 78 109 79 98 105 78
Adjusted R2 0.08 -0.01 -0.01 -0.003 0.05 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01

Models (1)-(5) use the correlation between search interest and cases as the dependent variable, and models
(6)-(10) use the lead/lag value that produced the highest correlation as the dependent variable. ∗p<0.1;
∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

some countries see “loss of smell” or “fever” rising with the recent increase in cases, while others don’t.

However, while search interest in “loss of smell” became less predictive of COVID-19 with the Omicron

variant, search interest in “COVID Symptoms” remained predictive of cases; for example, in South Africa,

the United States, and a number of other countries, search interest in “COVID Symptoms” tracks strongly

with cases throughout the pandemic, including with the rise in cases in December 2021 (see appendix S7).

Table 1 shows results when regressing country-level indicators on the correlation of COVID-19 cases and

search interest of “loss of smell” and the optimal lag of the correlation. Columns (1) and (5) show a positive

association between total COVID-19 cases and the strength of the correlation: a 1% increase in COVID-19

cases is associated with a 0.04 to 0.05 increase in the correlation coefficient (p < 0.05). However, while

there is a significant association, total COVID-19 cases only explain 8% of the variation in the correlation.

The other variables we explore—such as Internet usage, mobile subscriptions, and GDP per capita—are

not significantly associated with the correlation. Consequently, the results indicate that the correlation

coefficients are on average as high in lower-income countries as in higher-income countries. Table 1, columns

(6)-(10) shows that no variables are significantly associated with the best lag of the correlation between

COVID-19 cases and loss of smell. Appendix S8 shows that results are largely consistent when using search

interest in the terms with the second and third highest median correlations: “Loss of Taste” and “COVID

Symptoms.”
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Impact of containment policies on economic, mental health, and social search

interest indicators

Figure 3 shows the impact of COVID-19 containment policies on search interest for keywords related to

unemployment/economic factors, mental health, relationships and family planning, and social distancing.

Panel A shows average trends in search interest in the 90 days before and after the date of containment policies

for both 2019 and 2020 for up to 203 countries worldwide with available data. The figure shows sharp changes

in search interest across a number of keywords immediately after containment policies were implemented.

Panel B shows difference-in-differences results, which shows that containment policies resulted in an increase

in unemployment, mental health, and social distancing search terms and a decrease in relationship and

family planning search terms (appendix S9 shows that these results are consistent when using an event

study approach).

Panel C shows difference-in-differences results that explore the heterogeneity of impacts of containment

policies depending on the level of economic support, restrictiveness of policies (proxied by mobility reduction

and the stringency index), and GDP per capita. Countries with greater economic support generally saw (1)

higher searches for debt and unemployment-related words; (2) lower searches for “anxiety” and “suicide”, but

significantly higher searches for “boredom”, “lonely”, “panic”, and “social isolation”; (3) lower searches for

most relationship and family planning keywords, and (4) higher searchers for social distancing terms. Coun-

tries with more restrictive containment policies saw (1) more search interest in a number of unemployment

related terms; (2) higher search interest for most mental health-related keywords; (3) lower search interest

in “divorce” and “wedding”, and (4) mixed results for social distancing terms (a reduction in interest in

“social distance” but an increase in “stay at home”). Lastly, lower-income countries (those with lower GDP

per capita) saw (1) lower search interest for select unemployment and unemployment resources terms, (2)

higher search interest for “anxiety”, “anxiety attack”, “insomnia”, and “suicide”, but lower search interest

for “boredom” and “panic”, (3) higher search interest for all relationship and family planning keywords and

(4) lower search interest for “social distance” and “stay at home.” Appendix S10 shows that these results

are largely consistent when estimating models that rely on data 30, 60 and 120 days before and after the

date of the first containment policy.

Overall, the results emphasize a few key trends. First, countries with greater economic support saw

higher searches for unemployment keywords and lower searches for mental health keywords. The mechanism

for this result could be twofold: on one hand, greater economic support may drive search interest in seeking

the economic support (for example, seeking unemployment benefits); alternatively, countries that provided

more economic support may have experienced more negative economic impacts which could drive search
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interest in unemployment and unemployment resources.

Second, countries with more restrictive containment policies saw (1) higher search interest in mental

health keywords, (2) higher search interest in select unemployment keywords and (3) lower search interest

in relationship keywords, emphasizing that countries with more restrictive containment policies experienced

more pronounced economic, mental health, and social externalities.

Third, greater economic support was only associated with reductions in select mental health keywords,

including “anxiety” and “suicide.” We may not expect economic support to reduce indicators such as

boredom, loneliness, and feelings of social isolation; no matter the level of economic support, people still

had to endure lockdowns and social isolation. However, results suggest that economic support may have

mitigated the stress of other aspects of the pandemic (for example, anxiety about making ends meet during

the pandemic).

Fourth, lower-income countries experiencing greater increases in search interest for a number of mental

health terms suggests that there was a larger mental health burden as a result of containment policies in

these countries. In terms of the association with unemployment, lower-income countries seeing less search

interest in unemployment and unemployment resource terms compared to higher-income countries could

indicate that lower-income countries experienced less impacts on unemployment as a result of containment

policies; however, it could also suggest that there were less unemployment resources, and thus less resources

to search for.

Google search interest to understand vaccine uptake and hesitancy

Figure 4A shows the distribution of within-country correlations between search interest and daily vaccinations

across a number of keywords. The figure shows that high vaccination rates are associated with information-

seeking about vaccine appointments, vaccine side effects, and general vaccine search terms across most

countries. For example, the median within-country correlation between vaccination rates and search interest

in “Vaccine Appointment”, “Vaccine Reaction”, and “Vaccine” are all above 0.25—with correlations in some

countries approaching 0.8 and higher. Figure 4B illustrates how new vaccinations move with search interest

of select terms. We plot the evolution of search interest for “Vaccine Appointment” and “COVID Vaccine

Sick” for the countries with the highest correlation coefficients using these terms. Appendix S11 shows

correlations by income level. On average, higher-income countries tend to see higher correlations—which

may be explained by higher-income countries having greater access to vaccines (and thus more variation in

vaccine rates over time).

Search interest in terms related to misinformation tend to have lower correlations with vaccination rates.
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Figure 3: Impact of COVID-19 Policies on Search Interest. Panel A shows average search interest across all countries with
available data on Google Trends. Before averaging, search interest values for each country are standardized between 0 and 100.
Panel B shows difference-in-differences results showing the overall impact of containment policies across search terms. Only
the difference-in-differences coefficient is reported. Panel C shows difference-in-differences results that explore heterogeneity of
impacts across containment policy restrictiveness, economic support, and GDP per capita. In panels B and C, point estimates
and 95% confidence intervals are shown.

In addition, interest in misinformation keywords is more likely to be missing due to low search interest

than other keyword categories; for example, only five countries see high enough search interest in “COVID

Vaccine Mercury” for Google to report data and six countries see search interest in “COVID Vaccine Change

DNA” (see appendix S1). 163 countries see search interest in “Ivermectin”; however, the correlation is near

zero for most countries, with few countries seeing high positive and negative correlations. Overall, the

misinformation results suggest that misinformation trends follow more country-specific patterns, as opposed

to keywords related to side effects and vaccine appointments, where countries tend to see similar patterns.

While we focus on country-level data, we also conduct a case study of the United States to understand

vaccination and search interest at a subnational level. We perform a subnational analysis for three reasons.
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Figure 4: Search interest and COVID-19 vaccination rates. Panel A shows the distribution of the within country correlation of
daily vaccination rates and search interest. Panels B and C show how search interest in “Vaccine Appointment” and “COVID
Vaccine Sick” move with daily vaccinations respectively. The boxplots include: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower
quartiles; whiskers, 1.5x interquartile range; points beyond whiskers, outliers.

First, we seek to understand whether correlations observed at the country level across time also hold subna-

tionally across geographic regions. Second, comparing search interest across states allows us to understand

the association between demand for misinformation and vaccination rates, such as, for instance, which mis-

information terms are associated with low vaccination rates, or the characteristics of the states with high

search interest for misinformation terms. Third, focusing on a single country like the United States limits

the analysis to geographic regions (States) with similar levels of access to vaccines. In the case of the United

States there is high vaccine availability yet lower vaccination rates compared to other developed countries

(at the time of this writing, the United States is 65% fully vaccinated) [13]. Thus, in our case study low

vaccination rates are explained by the decision not to get vaccinated rather than because of the lack of access

to vaccines.

Figure 5A shows that demand for information on specific terms across all keyword categories is strongly
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Figure 5: Search interest and COVID-19 vaccination rates in the United States. Search interest captures the popularity of each
term across states using the period from December 1, 2020 until December 31, 2021. Panel A shows the association between
search interest in select terms and vaccination rates. Panel B shows the search popularity of terms relative to search interest
in “Ivermectin.” Panel C shows vaccination rates across different levels of search interest in select misinformation terms. The
boxplots include: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, 1.5x interquartile range; points beyond
whiskers, outliers.

correlated with vaccination rates in the United States. Search interest in general vaccination terms (“COVID

vaccine”), vaccine appointment terms (“Can I get the vaccine” and “covid vaccine appointment”), and vac-

cine side effect and safety terms (“COVID Vaccine Reaction” and “COVID Vaccine Safety”) are strongly

correlated with vaccination rates. In contrast, search interest in “Ivermectin” shows a strong, negative asso-

ciation with vaccination rates. The results show that both vaccination rates and search interest are strongly

associated with party affiliation: more democratic states are both more vaccinated and see greater search

interest in vaccine appointments and side effects, whereas they see lower search interest in “Ivermectin.”

Figure 5B shows the popularity of each keyword relative to the popularity of Ivermectin. The most

popular search terms are “Vaccine” and “COVID Vaccine”. Other keywords such as “Vaccine appointment”
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and “COVID Vaccine Side Effects” also experience high volumes of search interest. Even though most mis-

information search terms see low search interest, search interest for “Ivermectin” is relatively high compared

to all terms and is notably higher compared to other misinformation terms. Search interest for “Vaccine

appointment” is only 1.5 times larger than interest in “Ivermectin”, whereas “Ivermectin” is over twice as

popular as terms such as “where to get the COVID Vaccine” and “Vaccine Reaction” in the United States.

Ivermectin is not only the most popular misinformation term; it is also the misinformation term with the

strongest negative association with vaccination rates. Panel C shows that high search interest in misinfor-

mation keywords does not necessarily translate into low vaccination rates. For instance, other less popular

misinformation terms, such as “COVID Vaccine Change DNA”, “COVID Vaccine Infertility”, “COVID Vac-

cine Mercury”, and “COVID Vaccine Microchip” are as popular in highly vaccinated states as in states with

low vaccination rates. In contrast, “Ivermectin” does see greater search interest in low-vaccinated states,

and a strong negative correlation overall. Thus, our results suggest that “Ivermectin” is the most relevant

misinformation term in the United States both in terms of popularity as well as in terms of its association

with lack of vaccination.

Discussion

In this paper, we demonstrate that Google search data can inform the monitoring and understanding of

the COVID-19 pandemic using data across 207 countries. In particular, we show that Google search data

can inform COVID-19 policies along three dimensions: (1) capturing COVID-19 caseloads, where trends in

search interest across select search terms often precede trends in cases; (2) understanding the social, economic

and mental health impact of COVID-19 shutdown policies; and (3) understanding information seeking for

COVID-19 vaccines, including demand for vaccine misinformation.

First, we find that search interest in symptoms that are more specific to COVID-19 (particularly, loss

of smell and taste) are highly correlated with COVID-19 cases throughout the world. On average, search

interest is most highly correlated with COVID-19 cases following a lag of 12 or 13 days in 2020 and a lag of 2

to 6 days in 2021, indicating that searches for COVID-specific symptoms tend to precede trends in COVID-

19 cases. This time lag provides valuable time to monitor a possible change in cases and anticipate new

waves. This result highlights the potential of Google search data to support the monitoring and prediction

of COVID-19 cases throughout the world.

Importantly, we find that the capacity of Google Trends to monitor and anticipate COVID-19 cases is

not limited to high-income countries. On average the results are as predictive of new cases in lower-income

countries as they are in higher-income countries. Considering the limited resources that developing countries
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often have to monitor the spread of the pandemic, the opportunities generated by Google search data are

particularly promising for such countries.

Our results also highlight the importance of keeping track of changes in variant-specific symptoms to

monitor the spread of the disease, and the contribution of more general search terms. This pattern is visible

in the recent surge of the Omicron variant, where search interest in loss of smell and taste is not as associated

with COVID-19 cases as with previous variants in select contexts, but where more general searchers such as

“COVID symptoms” remained predictive of cases [5]. For example, South Africa was the first country to

report the Omicron variant, experiencing a subsequent surge in COVID-19 cases in December 2021. Until

then, searches for “loss of smell” strongly tracked COVID-19 cases in the country. However, after the surge

in cases from the Omicron variant in December 2021, the country did not experience an associated increase

in searches for “loss of smel”. In contrast, the United States does see an increase in “loss of smell” in

the latest surge, consistent with the fact that the Omicron variant did not become predominant until the

last week of December [14]. Furthermore, in South Africa, the United States, and other countries, search

interest in “COVID symptoms” increased with the rise in cases in December 2021. These results point to

the importance of understanding the specific symptoms of a disease or COVID variant to be able to monitor

searches related to such disease, as well as exploring other search terms that may remain predictive of cases

despite a change in the symptoms.

Second, we find that internet searches are a valuable tool to understand the impacts of COVID-19

shutdown policies—such as school closures, stay at home requirements, and travel restrictions—across the

world. Pooling together all countries with available data and using a difference-in-differences approach, we

find that containment policies resulted in an increase in search interest in keywords relating to unemployment,

mental health, and social distancing, and a reduction in search interest in keywords related to relationships

and family planning.

Additionally, we find notable heterogeneity in the impacts of containment policies across different levels

of economic support and mobility restrictions. We find that countries with more restrictive containment

policies saw higher search interest in most mental health keywords and select unemployment keywords, and

a reduction in search interest in all relationship and family planning keywords. Overall, the results suggest

that countries with more restrictive policies experienced more pronounced economic, mental health, and

social externalities. We also find suggestive evidence that higher economic support may have helped to blunt

select mental health impacts of containment policies, particularly anxiety and suicide.

Third, we show that Google search data can be used to help understand the demand for information

(both legitimate and false) about COVID-19 vaccines. Globally, we find that vaccinations are associated

with a higher demand for information about (1) vaccine appointments and how to access vaccines and (2)
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COVID vaccine side effects. Fewer countries see high search interest in misinformation search terms. The

association between search interest in misinformation and vaccination rates is more mixed across countries,

indicating that search interest in misinformation follows more country-specific dynamics.

Focusing on the United States, we find that search interest in vaccine appointments and side effects

are strongly and positively correlated with both vaccination rates and Democratic party affiliation. States

with lower vaccination rates tend to see higher search interest in only select misinformation search terms,

particularly “Ivermectin”, which is also the most popular misinformation term. In contrast, most other

misinformation search terms see no or minimal association with both vaccination rates and party affiliation—

suggesting only specific search terms might be relevant at understanding the spread of misinformation and

the association with lack of vaccinations. Our results suggest that Google Trends may help identify the most

popular and powerful misinformation theories within countries, as is the case with Ivermectin in the United

States.

Relying on Google search interests comes with a set of limitations. For example, search interest can be

driven by global news events rather than country-specific dynamics. Search interest serves as an imperfect—

albeit often strong—proxy for on-the-ground conditions. However, a key advantage is that search interest

data is free and immediately accessible in real-time. Moreover, our results emphasize that Google search

data can help with monitoring the spread and consequences of the pandemic even in low-resource settings.

By providing insights across multiple phases of the pandemic, our results demonstrate the potential of using

the widespread expansion of technology to better understand and address pressing, real-time issues that

affect citizens throughout the entire world.

Methods

In this section, we first describe Google search interest data, which is used throughout the paper. We then

describe the data and methodology used for each of the three sets of analyses: (1) search interest correlating

with and preceding cases, (2) impact of containment policies on search interest indicators, and (3) using

search interest to understand information-seeking around vaccines.

Google Search Interest Data

Google search interest data was queried using the gTrends R package for the period between September 1,

2018 to December 31, 2021 at the daily level. We query data across 207 countries and for 68 search terms

related to COVID-19 symptoms, mental health, possible social and economic consequences of the pandemic,

and vaccine-related keywords (appendix S1 provides a list of search terms and the number of countries with
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data for each term). Across all analysis, we rely on the seven-day moving average value of search interest,

which helps to smooth over spikes in the data.

For each country, we use a translated version of search terms using the language with the highest search

activity in Google. We determine which language has the highest search activity by comparing search interest

for “fever”, “doctor”, and “hospital” across the most widely used languages in each country. Translations are

done using the Google Translate API; appendix S2 details the specific steps used to determine the language

with the highest search activity in each country.

Search interest information from Google reflects the absolute number of searches of a keyword or phrase

relative to the total number of searches over a specific geographic area and period of time [19]. Consequently,

the search interest indicator reflects the relative popularity of a keyword as opposed to the absolute number

of searches. Google scales the search interest value so that the maximum value is 100 for a given query (e.g.,

search interest for “loss of smell” in the United States is scaled so that maximum value is 100). Google only

provides search interest values if there is sufficient search activity; consequently, a search interest value of

zero indicates that there could be some search interest for a search term, but there was not sufficient data.

One challenge is that Google only provides daily values of search interest when 270 days or less are queried;

given that Google scales values for each query between 0 and 100, the raw search interest values will not

be comparable across queries of different date ranges. We create a consistent time series by querying search

interest across time periods that overlap, then—relying on search interest in overlapping time periods—scale

the data sets to create a consistent time series (see appendix S3 for additional details). We use separate

queries for each country and search term; consequently, the search interest data we query is only comparable

across time within a specific country and keyword.

Google search interest correlating and predicting COVID-19 cases

The first set of analysis seeks to understand which search terms correlate with COVID-19 cases and whether

trends in search interests precede trends in cases. Daily COVID-19 case data comes from the World Health

Organization [33].

For this analysis, we focus on keywords relating to the coronavirus generally (“coronavirus”, “covid-

19”, “how to treat coronavirus”), symptoms that are more common to COVID-19 (“loss of taste”, “loss of

smell”, “I can’t smell”, “I can’t taste”) and more general symptoms and associated diseases (“fever”, “cough”,

“tired”, “pneumonia”). For each country and keyword, we compute the correlation coefficient between search

interest and cases to understand which search terms tend to see the highest correlations across countries.

When computing the correlation, we use a seven-day moving average of both search interest and cases. The
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seven-day moving average helps to smooth over spikes in the data; for example, in instances where COVID-19

cases for the weekend and Monday are all reported on Monday. Second, following [12], [39] and [24], we use

a lag correlation analysis to understand whether search interest correlates more strongly with cases when

using a lagged value of cases. We compute the correlation between search interest and cases by using lead

and lag values of cases up to 21 days; the 21 day lead/lag follows from [24]. Search interest correlating most

strongly with lagged cases would suggest that search interest picks up on trends in patterns before they are

reflected in official data; search interest correlating most strongly with a lead (positive shift) in cases would

suggest that search interest just reacts to on-the-ground conditions.

A potential concern of using Google trends for evaluating the change in COVID-19 cases is that corre-

lations may diminish over time; as the public’s understanding of COVID-19 increases over time, there may

be less of a need to turn to Google during a rise in cases. To test diminishing correlations, we compute the

correlation using data from 2020 and 2021 separately.

We also examine potential factors that may explain where Google search interest provides the best proxy

for COVID-19 cases. Here, we regress a set of country-level indicators on the correlation between COVID-19

cases and search interest in select keywords. We use the correlation using data from January 1, 2020 until

December 31, 2021. For explanatory variables, we use the total number of COVID-19 cases as of December

31, 2021, metrics that capture online presence (percent of the population that uses internet and mobile cell

subscribes per 100, both captured via the World Development Indicators, WDI) and GDP per capita (also

captured in the WDIs). We estimate a similar regression using the lead/lag value that produces the highest

correlation as the dependent variable. This analysis aims to understand which factors may increase or reduce

the time lag between search interest and COVID-19 case reporting.

Impact of COVID-19 containment policies on social, mental health, and economic

search interest indicators

Data on containment policies come from the University of Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker

dataset [18]. To evaluate the impact of containment policies, we rely on the first date that a country imple-

mented any containment or closure policy, such as school closures, workplace closures, cancellation of public

events, restrictions on gatherings, public transportation closures, stay at home requirements, restrictions on

internal movements, and international travel controls. We examine the impact of containment policies on

search interest for terms related to social distance measures (“social distance” and “stay at home”); mental

health (“anxiety”, “anxiety attack”, “boredom”, “insomnia”, “lonely”, “panic”, “social isolation”, and “sui-

cide”); relationship and family planning indicators (“divorce”, “wedding”, “emergency pill”, and “pregnancy
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test”); and economic, unemployment, and unemployment resource indicators (“debt”, “unemployment”, “file

for unemployment”, “unemployment benefits”, “unemployment insurance”, and “unemployment office.”).

These search terms have been previously studied for a limited number of countries [4, 8, 29]; however, in

this paper we extend the analysis to all countries with available data, which makes it possible to compare

the effects across countries with different containment policies.

We explore how impacts of containment policies vary with the (1) restrictiveness of containment policies,

(2) the level of government economic support, and (3) income level (GDP per capita). Specifically, we

aim to understand whether economic and mental health impacts (proxied by search interest) were larger

in countries with more restrictive policies, whether economic support blunted any negative externalities

of policies, and whether impacts vary systematically by income level. We use two datasets to measure the

restrictiveness of containment policies. First, we use Google COVID-19 Community Mobility Reports, which

measure the percent change in mobility relative to pre-pandemic levels to a number of types of locations

[16]. We use the average percent change in mobility across retail and recreation locations, groceries and

pharmacies, parks, transit stations and workplaces. Second, we use the Stringency Index from the University

of Oxford COVID-19 Government Response tracker, a composite measure of the restrictiveness of nine policy

measures, including workplace closures, public transport closures, and restrictions on public gathers, among

other metrics [18]. To measure the level of government economic support, we use the Economic Support

index from the Oxford COVID-19 Government Response tracker, which measures the extent of economic

support across metrics such as income support and debt relief.

As our primary model, we implement a difference-in-differences model using data from the year before

the beginning of the pandemic. We estimate the following model, using data from 90 days before and after

the first containment policy in each country:

yc,d,p = β0 + β1Post Policy Periodd × Pandemic Periody+

β2Post Policy Periodd × Pandemic Periody × Country Featurec+

δc + γd + ǫc,d,p (1)

where yc,d,p is the search interest for country c (using the seven-day moving average search interest), d days

since the day and month the policy was implemented (irrespective of the year), and where p is the period

(either pre-pandemic or pandemic period). Post Policy Period is a binary variable that turns on after the

day and month the policy was implemented (irrespective of the year) and Pandemic Period is a binary
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variable that turns on in 2020. Country Feature is a country-level variable used to understand how the

impact of containment policies varies across countries; we use four features: (1) the Economic Support index,

(2) the Stringency index, (3) mobility reduction, and (4) GDP per capita. We run separate regressions for

each Country Feature. We scale all four features so that they have a mean of zero and standard deviation

of one. For economic support, mobility reduction, and stringency index, we use the most extreme value in

the 90-day period after the first containment policy was implemented. γ are day of week fixed effects and δ

are country fixed effects. In the regression, we also include all individual variables and two-way interactions

of Post Policy Periodd × Pandemic Periody × Country Featurec. To test the sensitivity of results to the

90-day threshold, we also estimate models using 30, 60 and 120-day thresholds.

To further test the sensitivity of results, we also estimate an event study approach that just relies on the

time period from before and after policies were implemented. Here, we estimate the following model:

yi,t = β0 +

−2∑

f=−31

βfI(date−Ri = f)

+

31∑

l=0

βlI(date−Ri = l)

+ γi + δt + ǫi,t

where yi,t is the search interest value for a specific search term for country i on date t t, Ri is the date when

the first policy was implemented for country i. We subset the data to 90 days before and after the policy

was implemented.

Using Google search interest to understand vaccine information-seeking and vac-

cine hesitancy

We use data on vaccination uptake to understand how search interest correlates with vaccination rates. We

use vaccination data from [23], where we use the percent of people vaccinated on a daily basis. We query

search interest for keywords across four categories: (1) general vaccination terms, (2) vaccine side effects and

safety, (3) vaccine appointments and (4) misinformation. For misinformation, we use search terms related to

a number of false theories, including: (1) misinformation about Ivermectin—an anti-parasitic drug—being

an effective cure and preventive drug for COVID despite a lack of evidence, and which has been touted

as an effective alternate to the vaccine [34, 21]; (2) false theories about COVID vaccines causing infertility

[2, 41], changing one’s DNA [9], containing high levels of harmful elements such as mercury [35], or injecting

a microchip to be used for tracking [9]; and (3) concerns about the COVID vaccine being the “mark of the
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beast” or associated with the devil [10].

Using data across 207 countries with available vaccine and search interest data, we examine whether daily

vaccinations correlate with search interest within countries. In computing the correlation, for each country

we use data after the first vaccination was given. This analysis allows understanding what information people

seek as vaccinations increase. Importantly, the analysis allows assessing the extent to which people demand

legitimate (e.g., side effects from the vaccines) versus false (e.g., vaccines changing one’s DNA) information

about vaccines.

For country-level data we query daily search interest data (where values are comparable across time,

within countries); however, for United States state-level data, we query an aggregate measure of search

interest for December 1, 2020 to December 31, 2021, where search interest values are directly comparable

across states (we use December 1, 2020 as the start date as the first vaccine in the United States was

administered in December, 2020 [17]). First, we rely on correlation analysis to observe how search interest

in select terms are correlated with vaccination rates. Second, we focus specifically on how misinformation-

related search terms relate to vaccination rates. For all misinformation search terms except “Ivermectin”,

most States see little or no search interest. Consequently, for misinformation terms, instead of implementing

a correlation analysis, we compare the distribution in vaccination rates across states with (1) no search

interest in the select search term, (2) low search interest (below median search interest among states with

positive search interest) and (3) high search interest. In addition, given that political ideology is considered

a key factor in understanding vaccine sentiment in the United States [1], we also examine differences across

states which voted for Trump or Biden during the 2020 election.

In addition to relating search interest to vaccination rates, we also use Google trends to understand the

relative popularity of search terms related to general vaccine interest, vaccine appointments, vaccine side

effects, and misinformation. In total, we compare search interest across 34 search terms. Google trends

only allows querying up to five search terms at a time to understand their relative popularity, where search

interest across different queries with different search terms are not directly comparable. In order to compare

all 34 search terms, for each search term we query both the search term and “Ivermectin”, then compute a

metric of the search popularity of the search term relative to the popularity of “Ivermectin.” While the raw

search interest values are not comparable, the metric of popularity of the search term relative to “Ivermectin”

is comparable across all search terms. We use “Ivermectin” as the reference search term for two reasons:

(1) first, we focus the analysis on search interest popularity of search terms relative to misinformation terms

and (2) Ivermectin was by far the most popular misinformation search term in Google across the nine

misinformation related terms we consider.
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Data Availability

The data used in this paper are available at https://github.com/worldbank/covid-gtrends. In addition,

the data can be interactively explored in this dashboard: https://datanalytics.worldbank.org/covid_

gtrends/

Code Availability

The data used in this paper are available at https://github.com/worldbank/covid-gtrends
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